
TIPS SHEET - FRANCE MEETING THURSDAY, 19 MAY 2022

RACE 1 6:15 PM  |  $15,000  |  VICHY  |  2000m
 	 3	 LOUNA CHOPE (FR) Solid effort last start, beaten 1.00 lengths into second over 2400m. Among the 

chances.

 	 5	 TOUTE CHIC (IRE) Recorded the fastest time over this distance.

 	 2	 OSMOY (FR) Last start winner who retains form, will be handy here.

 	 1	 BOARDING TIME (FR) Has the apprentice jockey claims.

 	 4	 SO RELIABLE (FR) Distance specialist who always perform better over this distance.

RACE 2 6:45 PM  |  $14,000  |  VICHY  |  1400m
 	 1	 RED TORCH Good fourth behind a future winner in a stronger Le Lion-d’Angers last month. Key 

player.

 	 7	 JASMINA (FR) Dual winner over this journey and sure to be thereabouts eased in standard.

 	 5	 KANDERAS Improved with each start this term culminating with success at Marseille-Borely over 
1700m. Firmly in the mix.

 	 3	 SAUZON (FR) Down the field at Nantes on reappearance. Fitter now and worth considering.

 	 2	 BARDO (FR) Recorded the fastest time over this distance.

RACE 3 7:15 PM  |  $19,000  |  VICHY  |  1600m
 	 4	 LICORNE Narrowly beaten last start when only 0.25 lengths over 1600m. Big chance to score 

here.

 	 9	 GALANTHUS Likely to take a big step forward for a notable stable.

 	 3	 NAJIBA (FR) Good third on debut over this trip last term. One to note.

 	10	 SUNRAY (IRE) Improved sixth behind a future scorer at Nantes over 1600m. Place. 

 	 2	 ULTIME NONANTAISE Midfield efforts in both starts to date. Qualified for handicaps after this.

RACE 4 7:50 PM  |  $19,000  |  VICHY  |  1600m
 	 7	 NORTH SOUND (IRE) Track specialist who will run well

 	 8	 AD LIBITUM (FR) Behind future scorers in each of his three maidens runs. Genuine contender. 

 	 3	 CLIFTON BAY (FR) Dramatic improvement second up when fourth behind a future winner at Nantes. 
Firmly in the mix. 

 	 2	 PONT AUDEMER (FR) Fair third debuting at Le Mans over 1950m. Obvious each-way contender.

 	 6	 ATI SHADREVANI (FR) Yet to win in twelve starts but solid sixth in the Listed Prix Aymeri de Mauleon.
Vulnerable to improvers but place appeal.

RACE 5 8:25 PM  |  $22,000  |  VICHY  |  2000m
 	 3	 CARAMELITO (FR) Great record over this distance and will be in the finish.

 	 2	 SEAGALI (FR) Off the mark third up in a Marseille-Borely maiden over 1700m. Notable claims. 

 	 4	 DOLOMIT (IRE) Impressive 4L winner debuting at Le Mans over 1950m. Obvious appeal raised in 
grade. 

 	 6	 INDYA (FR) Solid third in this grade at Le Mans over 1950m 21 days ago. Among the place op-
tions. 

 	 1	 THAT’S MY POWER (FR) Fourth in this class at Chantilly over 2400m. Thereabouts eased in trip.
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RACE 6 9:00 PM  |  $17,000  |  VICHY  |  2400m
 	 6	 FASHIONSPAN (FR) Dual winner at this trip and bounced back to form with a Lyon-Parilly victory. Key 

player. 

 	10	 PUMPY GIRL (FR) Shaped well into fourth reappearing at Nancy. Fitter now and an obvious contender.

 	 3	 LANGRE (IRE) Scored ahead of a future winner in an easier handicap at Chantilly AW. Respected. 

 	 2	 IDEE FIXE (FR) Shown ability in both handicap outings. One for the placings. 

 	 9	 MUNAADRAM (FR) Solid handicap runs this campaign. Among the chances for a trainer in good form. 

RACE 7 9:35 PM  |  $18,000  |  VICHY  |  2400m
 	10	 TCHUCKY CHOP (FR) 1kg rise after winning over this trip at Saint-Cloud last month. Top pick. 

 	11	 WILLY BOY (FR) Four consecutive handicap placings including over this distance. Hard to fault.

 	 1	 MAKI MAKI (FR) Seventh in a better Lyon-Parilly handicap over this journey. Key chance at this 
easier standard.

 	 3	 LOUIS Fitter second up and worth each-way support on the pick of his handicap form. 

 	 2	 MARCAN (FR) Down the field in a better Lyon-Parilly handicap a fortnight ago. Place appeal. 

RACE 8 10:10 PM  |  $14,000  |  VICHY  |  2400m
 	 2	 MAVALA (FR) Scored ahead of Moral Gagnant at Evreux over 2500m. Genuine chance.

 	 1	 MORAL GAGNANT (GER) Reached the frame in this class two back at Evreux. Obvious candidate.

 	 7	 DANDY RIVER Three-time winner at this journey. Worth a frame chance under suitable conditions.

 	 8	 LADIE SALSA (FR) Infrequent winner but running into form this campaign. Place claims.

 	10	 SUPERIOR BADOLAT (IRE) 2.5L sixth in a similar 2400m Lyon-Parilly handicap twelve days ago. May find a
few too strong. 

RACE 9 10:45 PM  |  $40,000  |  PARISLONGCHAMP  |  1400m
 	 2	 FOR ALL MANKIND (USA) Good 2.25L third having raced from the front over 1800m at Chantilly AW in March.

Strong claims on handicap debut.

 	 3	 IVORY SPRING (FR) Placed on all four starts this spell including when 4.5L third in a 1200m conditions 
event at Chantilly last month. Stepping up in trip on stable and handicap debut. 

 	 5	 KALGANOV (FR) Put a below par Listed effort behind him when a neck third over 1300m at this track 
a month go. Handicap debut.

 	 1	 MAROON SIX (FR) Held 15L sixth over 1400m in the Listed Prix du Pont Neuf here at the start of the 
month. Better expected switched to a handicap. 

 	 4	 NEPENTE (IRE) Fourth on all three previous starts including when beaten 2.75L in a 1700m condi-
tions event at Marseille-Borely. Handicap debut.


